**TRACK 5**

3525 West 76 Country Blvd.

- **THE LUMBERJACK WOODEN TRACK**
  - 58" & UP*
  - CLASSIC GO-KARTS 54" & UP*
  - ROOKIE GO-KARTS 48" & UP*
  - KIDDEE GO-KARTS 38" and 4 YEARS & UP*
  - BUMPER BOATS 44" and 6 YEARS & UP*

- **BATTING CAGES**
  - ROUTE 76 GLOW GOLF
  - LASER CHALLENGE
  - LASER TAG
  - ARC
  - EVENT/PARTY ROOM CALL FOR DETAILS

- *PASSENGERS ALLOWED. SEE DETAILS AT BOTTOM OF MAP.
  - NO GATE ADMISSION

---

**TRACK 4**

3345 West 76 Country Blvd.

- **THE BRANSON FERRIS WHEEL**
- **HEAVY METAL HIGH RISE**
  - 58" & UP*
  - CLASSIC GO-KARTS 54" & UP*
  - ROOKIE GO-KARTS 48" & UP*
  - KIDDEE GO-KARTS 38" and 4 YEARS & UP*
  - BUMPER BOATS 44" and 6 YEARS & UP*

- **CLASSIC GO-KARTS**
  - 54" & UP*
  - BUMPER CARTS 48" & UP*
  - SKYCOASTER 42" & UP*
  - KIDDEE AMUSEMENT RIDES:
    - STAR WHEEL FERRIS WHEEL
    - SPINNING TOP 26" & UP

- **KIDDIE AMUSEMENT RIDES**
  - KIDDIE GO-KARTS 38" AND 4 YEARS & UP
  - FROG HOPPER 36" & UP
  - SWINGING PIRATE SHIP 36" & UP
  - RIO GRANDE TRAIN 36" & UP
  - SPINNING TEA CUPS 36" & UP

- **ARCADE**
- **EVENT/PARTY ROOM** CALL FOR DETAILS

- *PASSENGERS ALLOWED. SEE DETAILS AT BOTTOM OF MAP.
  - NO GATE ADMISSION

---

**TRACK 3**

2505 West 76 Country Blvd.

- **WILD WOODY WOODEN TRACK**
  - 58" & UP*
  - CLASSIC GO-KARTS 54" & UP*
  - KIDDEE GO-KARTS 38" AND 4 YEARS & UP*
  - BUMPER BOATS 44" AND 6 YEARS & UP*

- **ROAD COURSE TRACK**
  - 54" & UP*

- **KIDDIE GO-KARTS**
  - 38" AND 4 YEARS & UP*

- **FROG HOPPER**
  - 36" & UP

- **SWINGING PIRATE SHIP**
  - 36" & UP

- **RIO GRANDE TRAIN**
  - 36" & UP

- **SPINNING TEA CUPS**
  - 36" & UP

- **EVENT/PARTY ROOM** CALL FOR DETAILS

- *PASSENGERS ALLOWED. SEE DETAILS AT BOTTOM OF MAP.
  - NO GATE ADMISSION

---

**ALL LOCATIONS ARE GROUP & BIRTHDAY PARTY FRIENDLY**

CALL TO RESERVE: 417-334-1612

**RULES & REGULATIONS:**

- AGE/HEIGHT REQUIREMENTS ARE NOTED IN YELLOW ASTERISKS (*) DENOTES RIDES IN WHICH PASSENGERS ARE ALLOWED. TWO CREDITS REQUIRED FOR PASSENGERS NOT MEETING AGE/HEIGHT REQUIREMENTS. REGULAR NUMBER OF CREDITS REQUIRED PER PASSENGER MEETING AGE/HEIGHT REQUIREMENTS. FOR ALL RIDES ALLOWING PASSENGERS, PASSENGER Height REQUIREMENT PER RIDE IS 36". ON HEAVY METAL HIGH RISE, PASSENGERS CANNOT EXCEED 58". ALL DRIVER AND PASSENGER AGE/HEIGHT REQUIREMENTS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. PASSENGERS MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY LICENSED DRIVER.

---

**THE BRANSON FERRIS WHEEL**

**LOCATED AT TRACK 4**

The Branson Ferris wheel was formerly Chicago’s iconic Navy Pier Ferris wheel and was relocated to Branson in 2016. The Branson Ferris wheel offers spectacular views of the famed entertainment corridor and the picturesque Ozark Mountains.

---

**HIGHRISE FACTS**

**THE BRANSON FERRIS WHEEL**

- Located at Track 4

**THE HEAVY METAL HIGH RISE**

- Located at Track 4

**THE LUMBERJACK**

- Located at Track 5

---

**ALL LOCATIONS ARE GROUP & BIRTHDAY PARTY FRIENDLY**

CALL TO RESERVE: 417-334-1612

**RULES & REGULATIONS:**

- AGE/HEIGHT REQUIREMENTS ARE NOTED IN YELLOW ASTERISKS (*) DENOTES RIDES IN WHICH PASSENGERS ARE ALLOWED. TWO CREDITS REQUIRED FOR PASSENGERS NOT MEETING AGE/HEIGHT REQUIREMENTS. REGULAR NUMBER OF CREDITS REQUIRED PER PASSENGER MEETING AGE/HEIGHT REQUIREMENTS. FOR ALL RIDES ALLOWING PASSENGERS, PASSENGER Height REQUIREMENT PER RIDE IS 36". ON HEAVY METAL HIGH RISE, PASSENGERS CANNOT EXCEED 58". ALL DRIVER AND PASSENGER AGE/HEIGHT REQUIREMENTS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. PASSENGERS MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY LICENSED DRIVER.

---

**THE KIDS' KOUNTRY AT TRACK 3**

- Located at Track 3

**THE ROOKIE GO-KARTS**

- Located at Track 3

**THE KIDDIE GO-KARTS**

- Located at Track 3

**THE KIDDIE AMUSEMENT RIDES**

- Located at Track 3

**THE ARCADE**

- Located at Track 3

**THE EVENT/PARTY ROOM**

- Located at Track 3

---

**CALL TO RESERVE: 417-334-1612**

**RULES & REGULATIONS:**

- AGE/HEIGHT REQUIREMENTS ARE NOTED IN YELLOW ASTERISKS (*) DENOTES RIDES IN WHICH PASSENGERS ARE ALLOWED. TWO CREDITS REQUIRED FOR PASSENGERS NOT MEETING AGE/HEIGHT REQUIREMENTS. REGULAR NUMBER OF CREDITS REQUIRED PER PASSENGER MEETING AGE/HEIGHT REQUIREMENTS. FOR ALL RIDES ALLOWING PASSENGERS, PASSENGER Height REQUIREMENT PER RIDE IS 36". ON HEAVY METAL HIGH RISE, PASSENGERS CANNOT EXCEED 58". ALL DRIVER AND PASSENGER AGE/HEIGHT REQUIREMENTS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. PASSENGERS MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY LICENSED DRIVER.

---

**THE TRACKS**

- **TRACK 5**
- **TRACK 4**
- **TRACK 3**

**ALL LOCATIONS ARE GROUP & BIRTHDAY PARTY FRIENDLY**

CALL TO RESERVE: 417-334-1612

**RULES & REGULATIONS:**

- AGE/HEIGHT REQUIREMENTS ARE NOTED IN YELLOW ASTERISKS (*) DENOTES RIDES IN WHICH PASSENGERS ARE ALLOWED. TWO CREDITS REQUIRED FOR PASSENGERS NOT MEETING AGE/HEIGHT REQUIREMENTS. REGULAR NUMBER OF CREDITS REQUIRED PER PASSENGER MEETING AGE/HEIGHT REQUIREMENTS. FOR ALL RIDES ALLOWING PASSENGERS, PASSENGER Height REQUIREMENT PER RIDE IS 36". ON HEAVY METAL HIGH RISE, PASSENGERS CANNOT EXCEED 58". ALL DRIVER AND PASSENGER AGE/HEIGHT REQUIREMENTS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. PASSENGERS MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY LICENSED DRIVER.

---

**THE TRACKS**

- **TRACK 5**
- **TRACK 4**
- **TRACK 3**